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ANNUAL REVIEW

GL RFCA plays a leading role in
strengthening the environment for
the Armed Forces.
This helps the combat-readiness of the reserves,
enhancing the operational capability of the Armed
Forces as a whole. For our cadets, we produce a safe and
modern infrastructure and assist with the recruitment,
administration and establishment of new units.
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INTRODUCTION

MESSAGE FROM
THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE
Col (Rt'd) Peter Germain

I am delighted to have joined the Reserve Forces’ and Cadets’ Association
for Greater London and to be able to continue in a similar vein to my final
Army job in the Ministry of Defence by supporting and enabling London
reserve units of all three services, and the service cadet organisations.
In my first few months in post I have been hugely impressed with the
professionalism and dedication of the RFCA staff based in Fulham House
and those others dotted around London providing full time support to the
Cadets.
They are the backbone and lifeblood of our organisation and provide the service for
our three key focus areas: to support reservists and their employers; to promote the
cadet experience for young people and to provide a safe place to work and train in
more than 190 Reserve and Cadet Centre sites across London.
The Royal Navy, Army and Royal Air Force are constantly changing. The
Council of RFCA and the 12 other RFCAs around the UK work closely
together to keep abreast of these changes and ensure we evolve and
remain relevant and able to provide a critical service for them to deliver
the best impact for Reserves and Cadets.
We are very lucky in London to have a large close knit, joined up and
influential civic community across all the boroughs and the City, from
Mayors and Councillors to Deputy Lieutenants and I have been struck
at just how committed and enthusiastic they are in their support for the
Armed Forces community. We have a vital role in the RFCA to keep that
link between Defence and London alive and flourishing.
Thank you for your ongoing interest in what the RFCA does and I hope you
enjoy this report.
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CHAIRMAN'S REPORT
Brigadier Marc Overton

It is no surprise that 2019 has been as busy as ever in terms of activity
across our three pillars of Cadets, Engagement and Estates and I commend
all the RFCA staff in Greater London for their unstinting efforts to get the
best possible outcomes from modest budgets. I also particularly want
to take this opportunity to publicly thank Hugh Purcell for the 12 very
successful years he has been our Chief Executive and wish him well as he
retires from the RFCA. Typical of Hugh, he will continue to give his time to
providing tremendous high level support to the YOU London movement
and also to promoting adult learning.
Defence continues to grow our Nations’ Reserve force towards meeting the targets
set for Future Reserves 2020 and it also continues to push an ambitious programme
to expand cadet numbers in schools (more later) so it is clear our work in the RFCA
remains as important as ever.
ENGAGEMENT
Our Engagement Team has seen considerable change over the past year,
with the appointment of a new Head of Engagement, a new REED, a new
City Secretary, a new and much needed events coordinator and most
recently a new Chairman of Engagement. The team has been very active,
overseeing an increase of 149 London based companies signing the Armed
Forces Covenant during the year and an amazing increase from 12 to 34
for companies achieving the Silver Employer Recognition Scheme (ERS)
award which reflects both the high regard that employers have for the
award and the hard work of the team. As these numbers grow, inevitably
so too does the relationship management workload and thus the team
are introducing a number of “smarter working” measures to ensure we
continue to deliver to all of our stakeholders, old and new.
Away from commercial employers we have continued to engage with
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influential bodies such as the London Chamber of Commerce, local
authorities and the Mayor and Lord Mayor. Numerous high-profile and
diverse events have been arranged, not least our own Silver Awards at the
RAF Museum but also a major outreach lunch with the Sikh community,
flag raisings at both City Hall and the Guildhall during Armed Forces week,
the Lord Mayor’s Annual Defence and Security Lecture, delivered by the
head of GCHQ, and a City briefing dinner to promote the value of Reserve
service where four in five of the business audience were female.
Engagement work with our reserve units across London continues apace,
with the launch of a new series of Reserve Officers’ briefing dinners in
June and the communications team continues to grow our social media
footprint across all relevant platforms for the whole Association - including
our first podcast. We have a great message to tell and we must be
proactive in telling it.
YOUTH AND CADETS
I continue to be in awe of the commitment made by our adult volunteers
across all the Cadet organisations to deliver opportunities for our young
people that official independent reports have shown develop them in so
many important ways. I also congratulate and thank our own Permanent
Support Staff for their constant and hugely important administrative,
logistical enabling work that they do for the ACF. All four sectors completed
excellent annual camps this summer with very positive attendance figures.
This level of support is not taken for granted and, on behalf of us all, I
congratulate Pervez Badruddin, the Cadet QM for City & NE, for the award
of an MBE in the New Year’s Honours. Meanwhile we will continue to
engage with a number of local and regional campaigns to encourage more
adults to volunteer and we will continue to urge employers to make the
volunteers’ commitment to cadet service easier.
Following the SofS announcement last autumn to increase the
number of cadets in schools by a further 18,000 to 60,000, the Phase 3
implementation order for the Cadet Expansion Programme is now with
us. It will be important to place the emphasis on sustainment of existing
and new units to enable this growth. The RFCA will continue to support
this programme and has extended the employment terms of the Schools
Cadet Expansion Officer and those additional staff employed in the Cadet
Training Teams. I am also delighted to see that the Youth Organisation in
Uniform (YOU) London remains pleasingly strong with over 95,000 young
people supported by 24,000 adult volunteers across the 10 uniformed
youth organisations in the Capital and we take great pride in continuing to
support these vital organisations.
THE ESTATE
It has been an intensive year for the Estates Department with freehold
disposals, several dilapidation negotiations, and the second full year of the
new ways of working with the Next Generation Estates Contract. Needless
to say we are indebted to our small estates team which seems to deliver
far more than should be possible given their restrictive budgets and small
numbers.
Much of the team's work is concentrated around statutory compliance to
provide a safe estate for our Reservists and Cadets. We undertake over
7,000 individual certification tests on fixed wiring, legionella, gas safety,
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fire safety and emergency lighting to name just a few from a list of some
30 areas that is serviced by a £1.1m contract. Every single one has to be
recorded, a significant logistical effort in itself but when added to the
inevitable consequential repair/replacement requirements this area of
work is huge.
More visually obvious, we are also undertaking £8.7m of refurbishment,
rebuilds and major elemental replacement for all three Services such
as the multi million pound rebuild of the Volunteer Gliding School (VGS)
operations building at RAF Kenley as well as the design planning and
tendering programme for commencement this autumn of their new £4m
accommodation block as well as the £350k three km perimeter fence.
Our cadets will benefit from a new £700k Army Cadet Force building
in Clapham, two new complete replacement heating systems in Cadet
Training Centres at Blackheath and Whipps Cross to the tune of £1/4m
each (one of which is funded from our Regionally Generated Income)
and the Air Training Corps building in Richmond is benefitting from a
£400k refurbishment. The Navy will have essential security works and
refurbished accommodation blocks to the tune of £750k.
Other activity sees our estates team delivering a £190k WISPA project for
an injured Serviceman’s house. As is so often the case, we received a last
minute injection of cash towards the end of the financial year, this time
£1m in February, that was directed to be spent immediately on unfunded
low cost (sub £25k) critical H&S consequential works. The team to their
absolute credit specified, tendered, instructed, managed and invoiced
some 200 separate work streams in a very short timeframe. I did say that
our Estates Team had delivered a lot!
ALTERNATIVE VENUES
We thank those local authorities that continue to provide rate relief
on cadet properties and we strive hard to make the best use of it back
into the cadet facilities. You will also know we employ a contractor to
generate income for us from other parts of the estate, ranging from film
crews hiring space in Reserve centres, to antique auctions and children’s
nurseries. We seek to minimise any disruption to users, and once costs
are covered and the unit share (£338k) paid, the remainder (£932k) is
ploughed back for the betterment of the estate and the wellbeing of our
reserves and cadets. The Association has also been taking part in a proof
of concept trial to generate income from the Regular estate in London with
early findings being fairly positive, but for now we await further direction
from the Army.
TO CLOSE
Finally you may recall that as an Arms Length Body of the MoD we undergo
a review every 5 years to consider our overall effectiveness and value for
money and the next one is reporting this November. I am convinced we
are invaluable to Defence and if additional resources were provided, we
could perhaps do even more but we will wait to review the report. Can I
thank you all for supporting the Association with your time and in some
cases your expertise and ask you to continue to promote
and advocate on
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our behalf and for the outstanding reserves and cadets that we support.
Brigadier Marc Overton
Chairman
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Engagement

ENGAGEMENT
AT A GLANCE
ARMED FORCES COVENANT

2018/19

KPMG re-sign the Armed Forces Covenant
KPMG is always setting the standard when it comes to partnering with Defence, leading by example and
setting best practice.
Having progressed through the Defence Employer Recognition Scheme (ERS) to hold the ERS Gold award, on
the 2nd July 2019 KPMG strengthened their commitment to Defence by re-signing the AFC along with Rt. Hon
Tobias Ellwood (former MinDPV). KPMG celebrated offering an additional 15 days paid leave to Reservists, 6
days paid leave to Cadet Forces Adult Volunteers (CFAVs) and the hiring of over 100 veterans.
As an organisation KPMG promotes advocacy of Defence within the established City Veterans Network and
has provided many Key-Note speakers at various events in order to support the wider Defence message.
The team is committed, has strength in depth and is a pleasure to work alongside.
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ENGAGEMENT
AT A GLANCE
EMPLOYER RECOGNITION SCHEME

2018/19

Royal National Orthopaedic Hospital have
progressively deepened their Defence
engagement plan and influenced and inspired
NHS Trusts nationally.
Naomie Browne - REED and
RNOH Account Manager.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ajilon UK
Alchemy Global
AW Ship Management

•
•
•
•

Black Onyx Concepts
Barratt Development
Bishopsgate Financial
Consulting
BMI Healthcare
British Transport Police
Camden and Islington NHS
Trust
Cisco
Dynasystems
Explora Security Ltd
Exsel Group Limited
Homerton University Hospital
NHS Trust
M&C Saatchi World Services
LLP
Marsh Ltd
Microsoft DRM)
Mitie Group PLC

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Military Mutual
Nimbus Ninety
Northern Trust
North East London NHS
Foundation Trust
Oxleas NHS Foundation Trust
PA Consulting
Post Office (DRM)
Punjab
Rowland Funeral Directors
RB Greenwich
Salesforce (DRM)
St George’s University
Hospital NHS Foundation
Trust
Victory Services Club
Turner & Townsend
UK Power Networks
Vigilance
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Engagement Event Highlights

ENGAGEMENT AND
RECRUITMENT
ACTIVITY

EVENT HIGHLIGHTS
10 September 2019
City Briefing Dinner
Guildhall.

14 May 2019
HAC Open evening AFC
Signing
BSW Heating

20 June 2019
HMS Enterprise
Employer engagement
breakfast

11 June 2019
Met Police reserve
recruitment event.
Empress State Building.

VIGILANCE PODCAST
On 23 July we launched our first ever podcast!
Vigilance co-founder, Seb Mackenzie Wilson and our very
own Head of Engagement Drew Jeacock discussed all things
veterans and Reservists including the vital role companies play in
partnering with Defence.
Vigilance was founded a decade ago with clear social enterprise
goals. A top priority back in 2008 was to help veterans’ transition
into civilian life within their day to day business. Today the
majority of their staff have an Armed Forces background,
collectively representing 134 years military service.
Listen to the full coversation on our website at www.glrfca.org.
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21 March 2019
VETWORKING
After the successes of the first event, Vetworking is soon to return at the beginning of the new year, Wednesday
22 January 2020. ‘Vetworking' is our bespoke Veteran's networking event, bringing together ex-service personal,
employers and career transition partners.
In the spirit of maintaining the Armed Forces community, this particular Vetworking will also take us back to
the days of Mess Dinners, one in particular, listening to the highland bagpipes, digging out the vintage tartan,
sipping on a whiskey tipple and toasting to Haggis! Burn’s Night indeed! It certainly will be an event not to be
missed!
The evening will also include an introduction to the new UK Veteran ID cards that will provide a memento of
service, allow Veterans to maintain a tangible link to the Armed Forces, and enable Veterans to easily verify
their service to the NHS, their local authority, and charities. We will hear stories from Veterans who have found
new carers, that are supportive and understanding of the Armed Forces community, as well as hearing form
some companies that have seen real value in employing Veterans.
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Youth and Cadets

YOUTH AND CADETS
AT A GLANCE

14 MARCH 2019
SPRING AWARDS
Pictured right are the 2019 Lord Lieutenant
Cadets:
•
Leading Cadet Katherine Nowotarska,
Edgware & Mill Hill Unit SCC.
•
Cadet Sergeant Junior Brito, 4 Cadet
Detachment ACF.
•
Cadet Flight Sergeant Yasmin
Sachdev, 241 (Wanstead & Woodford)
Squadron ATC.

ELWORTHY TROPHY

YOU LONDON AT
SARAGARHI DAY

CADETS AT THE
LORD MAYORS SHOW

Between the 4th and 11th of November, the Tower of London was lit up by approximately 10,000
flames to mark the centenary of the end of WW1. Every evening five cadets from the three services
participated in the torch ceremony, led by a ceremonial Beefeater. Darrell Kovac was one of those
cadets lucky enough to take part. “I’ve never done something like this as a cadet and to be asked to do
it to represent the Royal Air Force Air Cadets was incredibly humbling. Seeing all the candles lit up with
the music in the background really sets the mood and tone for the momentous event. It really goes to
show how much effort goes into organising something like this, I can only be thankful for being allowed
to be part of it representing my unit and the organisation I am proud to be part of.”
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I think the most important thing
about being a CFAV is the fact
that you grow with the cadets.
The Cadets go through a journey
and you go through that journey
with them, not only developing
yourself but seeing them develop as
well.
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Youth & Cadets

Picture top right
Middlesex and North
West Annual Camp
Picture bottom right
Ruta Dubinskaite

WESTMINSTER AWARD WINNER
RUTA DUBINSKAITE
Ruta Dubinskaite is a former Cadet with 238 Regents Park Cadet Detachment, Middlesex
and North West London and this year’s winner of the Westminster Award. Having just
turned 18, Ruta is in the middle of training to be an Adult Volunteer.
What is the Westminster Award?
Every year CVQO (Cadet Vocational Qualifications Orgaisations) holds an annual
competition called The Westminster Award, which recognises the most deserving cadets
in the UK! Adult Volunteers and group leaders are asked to nominate a cadet that has
demonstrated exceptional qualities within the community or at camp.
Ruta’s journey started back in November, when she was nominated for having gone
above and beyond. From creating media presentations to teamwork and leadership
exercises, the nominees are tested and observed by a panel of judges. While the process
was challenging, Ruta relished the opportunity to meet and bond with other cadets.
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Middlesex and North West Annual Camp

On 14 May, the 10 finalists were selected. Ruta describes the wait
as ‘completely nerve-wracking’. Hard work and persistence paid
off and on 26 June, Ruta, along with the other finalists attended
The House of Lords for the Awards Ceremony.

Adult Volunteers and certainly helps you on your way to becoming
one yourself. “I love meeting new people and learning from
different leaders, I take a lot from them, they are so approachable
and have made a massive impact on me”.

“It really was a shock to find out that I’d won, I wasn’t expecting it
at all!…I was up against some pretty strong candidates and when
I heard my name announced I was completely stunned." All of the
candidates had come so far on their journey to success and for
Ruta, to win the prestigious award was “an absolute honour”.

Becoming an Adult Volunteer is a huge responsibility, but with
dedication and willingness that Ruta has already displayed, there’s
no doubt that she will make an excellent Adult Instructor!

What’s next for Ruta?
Every cadet eventually turns 18 and for some it can be a difficult
time, wondering what steps they should take next. Ruta has
chosen to train to become an Adult Instructor. “There are so
many Adult Instructors that have helped me on my journey, I owe
a lot to them. To be able to inspire others like you have been
inspired must be the best feeling!”
Ruta acknowledges that joining the cadets brings you closer to the

Ruta's advice to to future Cadets
"Don’t be afraid to get involved, don’t be afraid to step out of your
comfort zone and always be prepared to learn."
"Take everything in your stride because you will be 18 very quickly
and you can either be 18 with no experiences or adventures or
you can be 18 with this whole list of things that you’ve done.
Don’t let any opportunity you have slide! Also remember that
a good leader isn’t the person who can yell the loudest, it’s the
person who can empower and encourage others to do their very
best!"
15

Communications

RESERVES
DAY
IMPACT

OBJECTIVES
•
•
•

Showcase the diversity of the Reserve Forces.
Highlight the vital role of the Reserve Forces to Defence capability.
Illustrate the importance of employer support to maintaining a strong Reserve Force.

CAMPAIGN
4 x video case studies.
• Captain Kirsty Catchpole, 256 (City of London) Field Hospital.
• Soldier (Anonymous), HAC.
• Tpr Dylan Wright, HAC.
• Petty Officer Natalie Corney, HMS Wildfire.
"We learn that people have similar training, but it's the
breadth and wealth of the experience . They come in to
our workforce and they share those experiences, they
share the learning, they share the resiliance that they have
gained through active service, and that really improves our
workforce." - Toni Lynch, Deputy Chief Nurse at Guy's and
St Thomas' Hospital.

Visit the GL RFCA website to see
all of our Reserves Day videos!

Visit the GL RFCA webiste to see
all of our Reserves Day videos and
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Captain Kirsty Catchpole
256 (City of London) Field Hospital

3MI INTELLIGENCE CHALLENGE
Military Intelligence Reservists put City’s top
analysts to the test

13 Bridges Challenge

The intelligence challenge brings together City firms and Reservists with the
aim of demonstrating the value the Military Intelligence Reserves can afford to
London businesses. The teams were put through their paces by soldiers from
3 Military Intelligence Battalion (3 MI Bn), the Army Reserve Military Intelligence
unit based in the City of London.
Hosted by HSBC at their Canada Square offices, teams were given three hours to
complete the exercise which sought to teach, develop and test the participants
through a fictional scenario based on military intelligence techniques.
Colin Bell, HSBC Group Chief Compliance Officer, delivered the opening address
to the participant teams and emphasised that a ‘close relationship between the
military and the private sector is beneficial for everyone’. He also highlighted
the cross-overs in skill sets and approach particularly when it involves analysing
complex information.

Captain Lewis Hartman 3 MI Bn said “I would like to thank HSBC for hosting the 2019 Intelligence
Challenge. The annual event, now in its 4th year, is a unique opportunity for members of City
businesses on the MOD’s Employer Recognition Scheme to experience the analytical work of the
Military Intelligence Reserve in a fun, team-building environment. Importantly it demonstrates
the synergies between the work of the business analyst and the Military Intelligence Reservist,
and shows the participating firms the analytical skills and leadership qualities Military Intelligence
Reservists offer to their civilian employers.”
Participating in the challenge were teams from HSBC, KPMG, Cisco, Moody’s, BNY Mellon, Northern
Trust, M&C Saatchi and BlackRock. After a closely fought competition the team from HSBC were
declared winners of the Intelligence Challenge 2019.

M&C Saatchi
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Estates

THE ESTATE
AT A GLANCE
AIM
To achieve functional, compliant and
efficient training facilities in appropriate
locations, maintained to the highest
standards and evidencing best practice
and excellent value for money.

Maintenance
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A SAMPLE OF ESTATES PROJECTS
CURRENT & UPCOMING
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Estates Project

MAJOR PROJECT
VOLUNTARY GLIDING SQUADRON
OPERATIONS BUILDING &
ACCOMMODATION BLOCK
RAF KENLEY & COULSDON ARC

RAF Kenley is to become a core location to enable
7200 Air Cadets in London and South East England to
gain flying experience. Works include demolition of
existing VGS prefabricated buildings and build new
traditional construction operations building.
RAF Kenley: Volunteer Gliding School
• Public consultation held in November 2017.
• Planning application meetings held in January & March 2018.
• Planning approval granted June 2018.
• Cost £2.8 million.
• Construction completion date February 2020.
RAF Accommodation at Cousdon ARC
• 1st pre-app meeting in June 2018 with LB Croydon resulted
in original design being re-developed in several areas.
• Planning approved early 2019.
• Tender returns August 2019.
• Anticipated construction start in November 2019.
• 48 week construction period.
• Planned completion in September 2020.
• Anticipated project cost £4.2m.

Building comprises of: Large briefing
room – 2 classroom – Rest room
– 5 staff offices – Kitting out room
– Flight simulator room – Toilets &
occasional shower facilities – Locker
room – Store room.
Photo above
Proposed building with exisiting hanger.

Demolition of existing condemned
garage block and proposed two
storey new build for 57 bed spaces
(mix of single and twin rooms).
Conversion of mess room in ARC to
commercial kitchen and dining area.

Photo left
Proposed new accommodation block.
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Regular Estate Trial
•
•
•

ECAB asked GL RFCA and NW RFCA to conduct a trial to assess the feasibility of generating lettings
income from the Regular Estate in each region.
Both regions have demonstrated that income can be generated, despite several significant
operational differences between the Regular and Reserve Estates.
The Army has drawn its preliminary conclusions but has not decided whether to carry on or stop
the Trial. GL RFCA is considering whether to continue on a local basis in partnership with London
District. Pending further direction.
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HAC Open Evening

FUNDING
SUPPORT TO UNITS

F (Rifles) Company, The London Regiment
D-Day Community event
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Thank you to Capt
Angus Burns, 2IC C
Company, 5 FUSILIERS
for submitting the
above report on
Exercise MINDEN SKI
2019.

Exercise Medical Challenge

HMS PRESIDENT employer
engagement evening

ADVENTURE TRAINING IS NO HOLIDAY!
"Adventure Training is not a holiday!" This is something Capt Angus Burns, 2IC C Company, 5
FUSILIERS has to remind his civilian friends every time he goes skiing with the Army. "You’re up
early, you’re working hard each day and you’re being pushed into those uncomfortable areas of
your psyche that will prepare you for operations. But yes, there is always time for a beer at the end
of the day."
This year 34 members of 5 FUSILIERS went to the resort of Alpendorf, (German for ‘alpine
village’). It has 350km of ski trails, 220km of cross-country trails, altitudes of almost 2200m and
80 mountain restaurants. With 6 days of decent skiing, including some very good snow on the
penultimate day, it was a challenging week that definitely put people out of their comfort zones.
Accommodated at the Hotel Schoenberg, 5 FUSILIERS made the most of the Austrian skiing and
sights that the local village had to offer. Members of the Battalion took part in Ski Foundation 1
and Ski Foundation 2 courses, developing their awareness of mountain hazards, perfecting their
ski performance and filming some pretty incredible wipe-outs along the way. It’s fair to say that
there are members of the Battalion who have now fallen in love with skiing and the mountains!

Greater London and City RFCA are pleased to be able to offer support
to units whether it's Adventure Training, Community Engagement or
welfare facilities.
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STAY UP TO DATE!
FOLLOW US ON
SOCIAL MEDIA
AND SIGN UP TO
OUR QUARTERLY
NEWSLETTER

@GLRFCA
3.2K Followers
430.5K impressions/Reach

@Greater_London_RFCA
770 Followers
3K Engagements

@GreaterLondonRFCA
1.7K Fans
7K Engagements

@Reserve Forces'andCadets'
AssociationforGreaterLondon
6619 Organic impressions
397 Page views

WWW.GLRFCA.ORG
Home Page
8211
views
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Army
Reserve
1488 views

Working for
the RFCA

Find a
unit

1764 views

1149 views

LONDON BRIDGE
ONLINE
282 READS
1679 IMPRESSIONS

